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everyone, especially as China was the only major country to
show some growth during 2020. (2.3%) whilst other
countries show negative results. China’s growth is predicted
to be well in the lead for 2021 and beyond.

Welcome Spring 2021
SACU depends on the help, contribution and goodwill
of its members. There are vacancies on SACU council
for a secretary and treasurer. Assistance would also
be appreciated other areas, such as IT skills and
organising events and generally easing the workload
of council members. If you can help, please contact
Zoe Reed and please see pages 4 and 5.

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
The BRI is making steady progress with140 nations and
regions joining or being closely associated with it. It is
notable that New Zealand is a member but even more
remarkable is that the Australian state of Victoria has joined.
There are 40 Sub-Saharan African states, 25 states in East
Asia and the Pacific, 18 Latin American/Caribbean, 17
Middle East and North African. There are even 34 countries
in Europe associated with the BRI. surprisingly 18 are
actually EU member states, mostly in Eastern Europe, but
Italy, one of the G7 is also included. Notable exceptions are
the US, the UK, India, Brazil, Canada and Australia.

The anti-China wave has intensified, but despite, this ChinaUK cooperation and friendship is proceeding quietly on a
number of fronts. Chinese vaccines are now being used in
many countries, but despite shortages, few Western nations,
apart from some Eastern European, have taken them up.
Vaccines have become a political item, even amongst the
Western nations themselves.

Chinese investment is not only saving jobs (for example
steel industry, Clarks shoes etc) but also creating jobs. It is
claimed that a group of 22 Chinese tourists creates a UK job.

I am grateful to Keith Bennett for sending news items from
the Chinese press and elsewhere, some of which are in Sino
File.

Chinese Vaccines.
The medical regulator in China has, so far, approved four
vaccines for public use; Sinovac, Sinopharm, CanSino and
the Wuhan Institute of Biological Products vaccine. Several
more are still in trials, some in phase three. The Chinese
CanSino is reported to be similar to the Johnson and
Johnson product, requiring only one jab. All Chinese
citizens will receive a vaccination free of charge; a report in
Nature said 90% of Chinese would accept vaccination.

UK-China education cooperation
UK universities continue to collaborate with their Chinese
counterparts and more partnerships are being formed. UK
schools are being set up in China. There are about 120,000
Chinese students in UK universities, who contribute an
estimated £4 billion to the UK economy.
There are many joint research projects between Chinese and
UK universities, which benefit both sides. Irrespective of
Chinese funding and fees paid by Chinese students, the UK
has the benefit of highly motivated and bright Chinese
brains. There are many research students and even postdoctoral research workers in UK universities.

Serbia was the first European country to arrange mass
vaccination with a Chinese product. Hungary and Bosnia
have also taken Chinese vaccines. At present Chile, Turkey,
the Philippines, Indonesia, Mexico, the UAR, Pakistan,
Bahrain, Peru, Egypt and Morocco have ordered or received
Chinese vaccines.

More information on this item is in the blog by David Law
in the Higher Education Policy Institute (HEPI) publication,
(Report No 132, UK Universities and China) The HEPI is an
independent think tank devoted to higher education.

To-date, China has supplied vaccines to more than 53
countries, including many African, and has also made
several million doses available to Corvax, the International
body which will make supply vaccines to poorer countries at
much reduced prices. AstraZenica’s Chinese partner,
Shenzhen Kangtai Biological Products is reported to be
preparing to manufacture 400 million doses of the
AstraZenica vaccine per year, double that previously agreed.

Did UK higher education institutions export more to
China in 2019 than any other sector? - HEPI
Some senior Tories want to place restrictions on these
activities; indeed 200 academics are to be investigated in
connection with ‘strategic’ items, but is it in the UK national
interest to do this? Both sides would be the loser. Some
academics maintain that they did consider the implications
and risks when they agreed to cooperate with China and
found them minimal. But it is not only in education that UKChina links continue to be formed. More details are in the
Sino File section.

China brought the Covid-19 crisis under control very
quickly with, relatively few deaths and cases of infection,
compared to other countries, especially Western. Indeed,
development of Chinese vaccines in China itself was
‘hampered’ by too few cases of Covid-19 and so trials were
done elsewhere such as in Mexico. Some 40 million
vaccinations, first does, had taken place to date (26/2/21) in
China. Despite many millions of people travelling home for
the Spring Festival, there apparently have not been large
scale surges in infections.

The senior Tories are also campaigning for some
‘decoupling’ from China in the spirit of the former US
president. This is likely to lead to lost opportunities for

Walter Fung
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Can you contribute to SACU’s Mission?

SACU: Online events

To promote friendship and mutual understanding between the
peoples of Britain and China.

SACU, like other organisations, has suspended ‘live’ events
because of the coronavirus pandemic. We are conducting
internal meetings in the virtual world, using Microsoft
Teams for Council and Executive Committee meetings. We
are making increased use of our newsletter, social media and
website to post articles and online events which inform and
educate our members and readers about China and help
counteract the many negative arguments currently appearing
in the western media.

To provide facts and analysis about China – not uncritically
but always from a firm basis of friendship.
To help the British people understand the meaning of China –
past and present.
SACU Council strives to achieve these aims but needs the support
of individual members. All SACU Council members are
volunteers, nobody is paid. If you can help, please contact
Zoe Reed, SACU Chair, on 07768 207702 or email:
chair@sacu.org.uk .

Our newly formed Working Groups are currently planning
more Zoom online events so please do check our digital
communications for details as they become available.

New Membership rates from 1 October 2019:

Individual
Retired/Unwaged
Students (PDF only)
Institutions and Libraries
Overseas Airmail
Overseas (PDF only)

£23
£18
£10
£27
£35
£13

Please make cheques payable to ‘SACU’, but to reduce the
administrative burden, please consider paying by standing
order, or use Paypal via our website: www.sacu.org.uk
Send applications and renewals to SACU Membership
Secretary, Ros Wong, 27 Portland Close, Bedford MK41 9NE.
Mobile: 07906 956426, email: membership@sacu.org.uk
Please be sure to include, full name, address, post code,
telephone number and email address.

Website:

www.sacu.org.uk

Facebook:

facebook.com/sacu.uk

Twitter:

twitter.com@sacuuk

YouTube:

1965 SACU

WeChat:

ID: SACU1965

The Working Groups are:
• Public Education [UK], led by Zoe Reed
• Chinese and China Connections, led by Wang Fang
• Membership Support and Development, led by Ros
Wong.
In 2021 the working groups will meet on SACU Council
days and will also have independently convened planning
meetings to programme more events. All meetings and
events remain online.

Your email address will be used only for SACU purposes. It
will not be passed to anyone without your consent. In circulars
such as the SACU Email newsletter your email details will be
‘blind’ and not visible to others.

All groups would welcome more members to join, so if
you would like to be involved, please contact us.

The SACU Email newsletter is issued monthly and provides news
and details of events involving China or Chinese culture. For your
copy, please let the newsletter editor have your email address.
Contact Ros Wong at membership@sacu.org.uk
Please remember, you can unsubscribe at any time.

Ros Wong
membership@sacu.org.uk

Michael Sheringham and Fang Wang compile the SACU email
Newsletter. It is distributed by Ros Wong to whom information and
enquiries should be directed.

And a reminder… here are a few informative websites about
China
•

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chinese Brush Painters’ Society (Yorkshire)

•

This society provides a focus for all who are interested in
Chinese Brush Painting. The society arranges workshops
with Chinese and other experienced tutors and provides
information and assistance to members on all aspects of the
subject. The group produce a regular monthly newsletter
packed with information. Meetings are however suspended
during the coronavirus pandemic.
Further information from the Secretary, Anne Allan.
Tel 01422 368482 or email mail@anneallan
Website; www.cbpsyorks.co.uk

•
•
•
•
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chinaexchange.uk includes past events such as
interviews with Xue Xinran, Yan Geling and Rana
Mitter.
www.chinaminutes.com “China Minutes sets out
to make sense of China and Chinese culture”
https://chinachannel.org/ The Los Angeles
Review of Books with plenty of reviews of books
both from and about China
Laszlo Montgomery’s history podcast series
https://www.teacup.media
https://www.chinasage.info “Your guide to all
things Chinese” the website of SACU Vice
President Rob Stallard.
TED Talk by Eric Li (explanation of the system of
government in China)

Peter Colebourn, SACU member, reports: "The SACU January

Other SACU News

ChinaChat featured a discussion of the May Fourth Movement and
the New Culture Movement. The presentation was nicely balanced
as Rob Stallard in his introduction provided the historical context
for the discussion. He had sourced and organised a wonderful
group of graphics to illustrate his talk. Michael Sheringham then
developed the discussion to focus on the New Cultural Movement.
Both speakers built upon their articles in China Eye, editions 61
and 62. The programme was an excellent example of the
advantages of such Zoom meetings: good presentations,
opportunity to ask questions and no travel. In fact, the session
seemed to fly by and many of the attendees would have liked it to
have gone on longer.”

Council Vacancies
There are two posts requiring filling, that of secretary and
treasurer. SACU Council needs more help in running the
society and these two are especially important positions. The
post of treasurer looks after the society’s finances and bank
account. It is a responsible position, but not especially arduous
or time-consuming.
At present SACU is working to transform itself into a CIO
from a charity and company. This will be a task for the new
secretary. A certain amount of work and commitment will be
required to accomplish this but it will bring several advantages
and benefits to our organisation.

Online reading group on May Fourth New
Literature

Anybody feels they can help with either of these posts,
treasurer or secretary, please be in touch with Zoe Reed, SACU
Chair.

At the recent discussion in the SACU Council meeting,
Michael Sheringham proposed forming a small online
(Zoom) reading group on the short stories and poems of
the May Fourth/New Literature period (1920-30s). He
suggested that a group of about 6-8 persons could meet
online to discuss this reading material, which would be
disseminated online for participants to read before the
discussions. Michael thinks that this group could 'meet'
fortnightly. To get this proposal off the ground, he asks
members who would be interested to join this group to
contact him; msheringham@hotmail.com
membership@sacu.org.uk

SACU 2021 AGM and Group Activities
The date for the AGM is likely to be in September, hopefully,
when the pandemic emergency is over and face-to-face activities
are again allowed. The actual date is still to be decided and will of
course be influenced by progress in controlling the Covid-19
pandemic.
Dates have been set for future Council Meetings which will be
followed by Working Group Meetings. These are sub-discussion
and working groups to develop the society’s activities under the
three headings; China Connections, Membership Development and
Support and thirdly Public Education.

China Eye Diary

An important feature of the three Working Groups is that they are
open to all members of SACU, not just council members. Please
keep your eye on the monthly SACU Newsletter for dates, details
of arrangements and subjects for discussion.

This year (2020) is the Year of the Rat. Years are in a sequence of
twelve animals: Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse,
Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog and Pig.

A council meeting was held via Teams on 20 February, which was
followed by a Working Groups session using Zoom. Several
activities and events have emerged from the Working Groups’
efforts so please watch out for details in the monthly SACU
Newsletter. Events involving Chinese music, book readings and
discussion, guest speakers and China Chats are being considered.
Amongst the 22 non-council members attending two were
participating from China, Beijing and Xi’an. Zoom certainly has its
advantages and opens up new exciting possibilities!

2021; Year of the Ox
2022, Year of the Tiger
2023, Year of the Rabbit,

Chinese Festivals for 2021
4th April, Qing Ming (Tomb Sweeping Day)
14th June, Dragon Boat Festival
14th August, Chinese Valentine’s Day
21 September, Moon Festival
1st October, China’s National Day (week’s holiday)
14th October Chong Yang (Chinese Elder’s Day)

Lesley Ma (nee Sheringham)
It is with great sadness that we report the news that early
SACU member, Lesley Ma (nee Sheringham), passed
away on 30 December, 2020. Lesley joined SACU soon
after its founding and played an active role in promoting
its activities. She was on the early SACU tour in April
1971, and subsequently visited China a number of times.
In 1973 she spent a few months at Peking University
(Beida), staying in the dormitory with Chinese students
and helping to teach them English. She will be dearly
missed by her SACU friends

In the SACU E mail newsletter, please watch
out for:
Visionaries of Yunnan featuring the works of Chen Li
(woodblock print/oil painting and Gao Xiang (master of
ink and oil painting) at the Coningsby Gallery will run from
st
th
21 – 27 March 2021. At 1-3-5 Flitcroft Street
London WC2H 8DH
T: +44 7789 001378 E: katrine@katrinelevin.com
Open times tba
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For Mark, the project has personal and global significance,
and represents his hopes that his family’s journey of identity
and faith might contribute to a better dialogue on racial
issues in the Church.

The Birds of the Air; a unique ordination
stole represents reconciliation in Christ and
coming together of East and West

He said, ‘I’m third-generation Chinese. My parents were
both born in Britain, and I was born and raised mostly in
Wales, even though I grew up partly in Hong Kong. My
grandparents came to Britain in 1920, after my grandfather
got on a boat that he’d been told by his brother was going to
America.’

This is the story of Mark Nam, a third generation British Born
Chinese who became an ordained minister in the Anglican Church.
This article is an edited version of a report by Maddy Fry, which
appeared in the Church Times of 1 January 2021. Whilst growing
up, Mark experienced racism and confused identity. On ordination
as a clergyman, he arranged for the making of a stole, which
symbolised the fusion of East and West - his Chinese origins and
his life in England and also his newly-found sense of peace.
Symbols on the stole represented aspects of Chinese culture and
the nobility, lordship and sovereignty of Christ.

Mark’s grandfather’s journey ended in Birkenhead, near
Liverpool, instead of Chicago. He and his wife moved
to Wales and ran a laundrette, before moving into the
restaurant business. He never saw his brother again.

Mark has set up a Black, Asian and ethnic minority (BAME) group
and intends to establish a small charitable trust to bless future East
Asian clergymen. Existing clergy with this background seem to be
few and not very visible. Mark hopes that a network amongst them
will have the benefits of mutual support and guidance. He
welcomes, the launch of the Church of England’s Racism
Taskforce, believing that different cultures can still be one in
Christ. K NAM

Knowing about his grandfather’s struggles left Mark with a
strong sense of the dislocation and identity-confusion
running through his family. He felt this particularly keenly
at school: “I experienced a lot of racism while I was a
teenager in Newport. I never felt while growing up that I
was proud to be Chinese.”

A British Chinese curate in Bristol is using his clerical
vesture to pay tribute to both his heritage and his late father.
The Revd Mark Nam, a 39-year-old deacon and Assistant
Curate at St Anne’s, Oldland, and the United Church in
Longwell Green, has marked his vocational journey
by crowdfunding a custom-made clerical stole, which was
used for his ordination. The unique design features two
Chinese characters, 東 and 西, embroidered in gold thread
on each end of the stole, one meaning ‘East’ and the other
‘West’.
The landing card for the Revd Mark Nam’s grandfather, when he
came to Britain in 1920

Mark was raised an Anglican, attending Church in Wales
services, although a spiritual home in Britain remained
elusive. There are few Chinese Anglicans in the expat
community, while the more overtly Chinese churches left
little space for those whose identity was more mixed. The
choice, he felt, was either to “stick around or fall away”.
After a period spent back in Hong Kong, Mark relocated to
Bristol in 2016, with his wife, Kayi, and their two daughters,
to train for the priesthood at Trinity College. A Church
Times article about issues in black and minority-ethnic
recruitment among the clergy and sparked a conversation
with the Principal of the college at the time, Dr Emma
Ineson (now Bishop of Penrith. He started to feel more
reconciled to both sides of his heritage.
His father’s offer to buy him a stole as an ordination gift
inspired the idea of including the East and West symbols to
mark his new-found sense of peace, as well as the
burgeoning feeling that he could be a role-model to other
Chinese Anglicans.

The crowd-funded stole. On the left, an embroidered fish
symbolises the Bible verse about “fishers of men”, while the
dragonfly in Chinese culture represents new beginnings

Mark’s father died following surgery earlier this year. (His
mother had died when he was 20.) The funeral was held two
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days before the ordination service at Bristol Cathedlral, in
October.

have found a number of people who see this as a worthwhile
endeavour, and are willing to contribute to it.

“My father was proud of me becoming one of the first
British-born Chinese priests. His passing really inspired me
to make the stole happen and so I decided to crowdfund it. A
stole would normally cost £200 or £300, but a custom-made
one is closer to £500.”

“For so long, I felt that I was never proud to be Chinese, but
the stole represents feeling reconciled to myself, and the
healing of those old wounds. The East-West symbolism
represents the idea that our reconciliation is found in and
through Christ. East and West are often seen as polar
opposites, but they can find unity here. It symbolises that we
shouldn’t forget that our hope is found through Christ.”

Mark and Kayi sketched out the design in February, sending
it to a Chinese, Bristol-based design consultant, Colse
Leung. The finished design was sent to Juliet Hemingray,
and the process of making the stole went ahead in July.
Mark received the finished garment in October.

Another source of inspiration came from the ministry of
Florence Li Tim-Oi, the first woman to be ordained priest in
the Anglican Communion, in 1944. “She blazed a trail, and
I’m grateful for that. I feel like my ministry should be about
‘being’ rather than just ‘doing’, which means embracing my
heritage.”

The choice of gold was significant: in Chinese culture
because it symbolises wealth, good fortune, and nobility.
Mark said: “The nobility, lordship, and sovereignty of Christ
are what I wanted to emphasise.” The birds and fish next to
the characters have biblical echoes in terms of mission and
God’s provision, while the dragonfly is a Chinese symbol of
new beginnings.

This includes encouraging East Asians to be a more visible
presence in the Church. Although Mark welcomed the
launch of the Church of England’s Racism Taskforce in
mid-October, he expressed disappointment that no East
Asians were represented on it. This was particularly relevant
given how, on the same day as the Taskforce was launched,
Parliament held its first debate in the Commons on the racist
abuse that some groups had experienced after the
coronavirus emerged from China.

His worries about crowdfunding, whether people would be
supportive, were unfounded. The campaign total exceeded
the cost of the stole, in fact £1760 was raised in 28 days.

Mark with his father, Tony, who died earlier this year, with
Jamie, his son as a baby.
Detail of gold embroidery on the right side of Revd Mark Nam’s
stole. The bird next to the Chinese character, 東, is included in
reference to “Consider the birds of the air” in the Sermon on the
Mount (Matthew 6.26)

Mark plans to spend some of the remaining funds from the
crowdfunder on a portable communion set, as well as
creating and framing a list of the names of every donor to go
on the wall of his house. The rest will go towards continuing
the work that he started when he set up a BAME group at
Trinity College.
He said, “I’m hoping to set up a small charitable trust next
year to bless future East Asian ordinands and clergy. My
hope is that it will be a way for people to form connections.
I found it incredibly difficult to find other East Asian clergy
for support and guidance when I was going through the
discernment process, and I would like to see that changed. I

Mark with his wife, Kayi, at Bristol Cathedral for his ordination
on 11 October
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artistry. A key difference was that the nature and number of
items that could be worn from a ceremonial belt (chao dai)
was not prescribed within the regulations. The normal
practise would be to commission sets of these dress
accessories from specialist workshops that tended base
themselves alongside each other in a dedicated zone within
major cities.
A person commissioning the production of a set would
either select a design from a pattern book or would agree a
design based on their specific requirements. The decorative
elements would be produced separately from the body of the
item and an example is shown in Fig:2 and then assembled
prior to presentation.

CHINESE BELTS HANGINGS
‘PRACTICAL WORKS OF ART’.
PART 2 – CONTAINERS by David
Rosier
This is Part 2 of an article which focuses on items that both
men and women of the Imperial Court, and Chinese High
Society, suspended from a belt worn over their semi formal
and informal robes. As we shall discover the great majority
of these objects fulfilled a practical purpose but, as with all
other aspects of costume, they were highly decorative with
specific symbolism reflective of the wearer’s aspirations.
The focus will be the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), where the
majority of surviving examples originate, but the tradition of
items being suspended from a girdle that was worn over a
robe dates back to the dawn of Imperial history (Qin
Dynasty 221-206 BCE). The great majority of surviving
items, however, date from the 19th and early 20th Century but
18th Century examples exist. As a generalisation the older
the purse the larger the dimensions. Precis dating is
extremely difficult and must be based loosely on prevailing
artistic trends that were prevalent across all forms of
costume.

Fig:2 A set of 4 uncut cases
(fan, money purse, pouch,
kerchief)
Gauze silk embroidered with
geometric designs. Circa 1880
Fig:3 is a set of presentational
dress accessories displaying
exceptionally fine embroidered
decoration associated with
luxury and extravagance. This
could well have been a gift
from an Emperor to a leading
Official. The set is unusual in
that carved jade weights have
been added and the presentation box is covered in Imperial
Yellow silk.

In Part 1 we focused on Purses which were produced in a
vast array of styles and designs and were worn throughout
Chinese society. We will now consider items that, whilst
worn from a belt, could not be classified as a purse. These
items include other forms of containers such as fan cases,
spectacle cases, but extend to purely decorative items.
Introduction
As previously considered fragrance purses were a
‘unisex’ item and featured in both regulated court costume
as well as informal day-to-day wear.
Fig:1 is a purse that would have been worn by a senior
member of the Imperial Clan, probably a high-ranking
prince.
The purse adopts design
elements from a dragon robe
(jifu) and at its centre is a gold
couched Shou symbol. This is
a longevity symbol that wishes
the wearer ‘10,000 times,
10,000 years’. Let us call that
‘immortality’!
The colour of the cords is
indicative of rank and this
orange shade is regarded as
one of the five forms of
imperial yellow. The purest
form of yellow is reserved for
the Emperor and Empress, but
the orange shade is associated
with Crown Princes and their
wives when used as a silk
ground for a court robe.

Fig:3 Containers Circa 1870
Tobacco Purses
Tobacco was introduced into China in the late 16th Century
from Europe and was initially smoked in pipes by both men
and women as it was thought to possess medicinal
properties. By the last few years of the Ming Dynasty
tobacco had become regarded as an addictive substance and
in 1639 was banned by Emperor Chongzheng. The Manchu,
after they formed the Qing Dynasty in 1644, reinforced the
ban and Emperor Kangxi introduced the death penalty for
possession. In the 18th Century tobacco again became legal
and again extremely popular. A great majority of the
tobacco consumed was cultivated in China and whilst pipe
smoking occurred by far the most popular practise was the

Fig:1 Fragrance purse for a nobleman – Late 19th Century
In contrast to formal court wear the purses worn informally
would be of an equally high standard of production and
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taking of snuff. Cigarettes would not arrive in China until
the late 1880’s.
In the 18th century it was common to have a container
suspended from a robe belt that was specifically designed to
contain tobacco or a decorative snuff bottle.
These containers were gourd shaped, gourds had a medical
association, and were constructed to carry tobacco leaves
plus a pipe or to accommodate a decorative snuff bottle plus
a dispensing dish (a topic for another article).
Fig:4 is an early example of a tobacco purse which has been
finely embroidered and draw some design elements from
formal court robes. The shape suggests this would have been
for tobacco leaves, rather than a snuff bottle
The symbolism leads to the speculation that this would have
been worn by a Qing Noble with the yellow tassels,
providing a possible link to the Emperor. However, for
reasons previously mentioned, this may simply be the
wearer’s preference.

Fig:6 is a purse, displaying a scene of a student at the feet of
his tutor, possibly elates o the Imperial Civil Service
examinations.

Fig:6 Late 19th Century coin purse
Fig:7 is an unusual example in that the central decoration is
a young Han lady smoking opium. The girl is stretched out
with an opium pipe in her hand. She is Han Chinese as her
bound feet are clearly visible. It is unclear who might have
wanted such imagery and this may well have been an item
produced for the ‘Western’ market.

Fig:4 18th Century Tobacco
Pouch

Fig:5 Late 19th Century tobacco purse

Fig:5 is a mid 19th
Century example of
a less ‘shaped’
tobacco purse
which would
accommodate both
tobacco leaves and
a pipe. This may
have been used by
either a man or a
woman. This piece
lacks the quality of
workmanship of
Fig:4

Fig:7 Coin purse – mid 19th Century
Fan Cases
Folding fans, or chop sticks and paintbrushes, were carried
in highly decorative narrow tapering cases suspended from
the robe belt. The cases were often presented as gifts and the
fine embroidered decoration would celebrate the specific
occasion in some form.
Whilst fans and chopsticks were carried by both men and
women the cases created specifically for paint brushes were
normally the preserve of the males who aspired to
membership of the ‘literati’ where painting and calligraphy
were regarded as essential skills.

Coin Purses
This was the simplest form of purse design and was
generally square shaped. Whilst coins were often carried in
these purses it could be used for a variety of small objects.
The purse was re-enforced with card and the embroidered
design often featured s relating to classical literature or daily
life.
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Fig:8 shows 2 examples of cases for brushes and on the
larger example there is calligraphy of a poem that may have
been produced by the wearer.

be suspended from the robe belt
and would be covered with a
silk-based decoration.

Fig:10 is a spectacle case for a
full size pair of glasses and
was probably for a man. The
decoration features bats,
symbols associated with
happiness, on a trellis grid
pattern. The case pulls apart do
that the glasses can be inserted.
Fig:8 19th Century brush and chopstick holders

Fig:11 is a metal case for a pair
of
ladies
glaseses (pinz-nez) which has
had an embroidered piece of
silk applied to the outer cover
which has a floral design.

Miscellaneous Items
A wide variety of objects
could be carried from a
robe belt (chao dai) and
each would be contained
within a decorative case.
Detailed below are a range
of such items.

Both of these items date from the late 19th/early 20th
Century.
Finally, containers were
often worn that would
conceal a set of keys.The
keys were attached to cord
that fged through the inner
section of the holder. They
were totally concelled by the
finely embroidered outer
cover.

Fig:9 is a superb cover for
a pocket watch. In the 19th
Century a statement if
wealth was to possess and
display a pocket watch. It
also indicated the growing
influence of Western
Powers in China and their impact on Chinese culture.
This example is exceptionally
well embroidered with
symbols of opulence, such as
the peacock as well as the
cranes and pine trees that
were linked with longevity.
The yellow silk ground is
suggestive of a gift from the
Imperial Court, as does the
overall quality of production.

Fig:12 is an exceptionally
fine example from the late
18th Century. The green silk
ground is decorated with
bats over a 3 pronged rock
surrounded by waves. This design links with the
iconography of a regulated court robe and may, therefore
have been worn at court on semi-formal occasions.
The list of items that fitted
loosely within the
purse/comtainer category covers
a wide range of additional
articles each with their
distinctive deign and decoration.
As mentioned in Part 1 this area
of Chinese Costume collecting
would be an excellent entry
point given that, relatively
speaking, items are reasonably
priced. As with all aspects of
costume and dress accessories
from this period the supply is
finite and the older pieces become the greater the potential
for damage and deterioration.

The blank circle would
accommodate the watch face
and the
inner lining of vivid purple
would indicate that this was
produced after 1890 as this
represents an artificial
‘aniline’ dye that was not commercially available in China
before the late 1880’s. This is certainly a ‘statement’ piece
reserved for an official of the government or military
administration. Spectacles were worn by both men and
women and these would require protective cases that could
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constraint of the limits to travel from parts of the country.
The final visitor number was around 250, quite an
achievement under such difficult circumstances. For this
reason, more digital content was produced, including a
Curator’s Tour, accessible on the website and other social
media platforms
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzkJelLSHmA). The
tour had been viewed over 3,000 times by early January
2021.

The Chinese Labour Corps in the First
World War
by Rodney Mantle and Samuel Zhang

James Gordon-Cumming also wrote an excellent and
concise catalogue of the exhibition, available as a free
download (https://www.soas.ac.uk/gallery/efwp/file150950.pdf). Both tour and catalogue are well worth
viewing and will stay on the Gallery’s website archive. Our
account covers the same ground but tries not to replicate, for
example, explanations about the significance of the Trench
Art images.

The Badge of the Corps
Courtesy of the Flanders Fields Museum, Ypres
Some readers of China Eye will already be familiar with the
efforts of the Meridian Society from 2017 to 2020 to
publicise the Chinese who worked behind the lines during
WW1. Apologies to such readers for any repetition, but for
many, this is a relatively new topic. More can be found at:
http://themeridiansociety.org.uk/chinese-labour-corps/.

In view of the small visitor numbers, Sam and I agreed that
the exhibition was so fascinating that it deserved a report in
China Eye. We were greatly impressed by the spectacular
exhibits and the bilingual texts and captions. What follows is
our impressions and recollections; any mistakes are
Rodney’s.

This website’s very informative film is split into sections but
can also be viewed in its entirety at
https://youtu.be/_uK1cZ5xaaQ. It includes interviews with
descendants of the Chinese labourers and their Western
commanding officers.

The Background
The first part of the exhibition was devoted to a thorough
and clear account of events in China in the pre-war period:
the fall of the Qing Dynasty; the establishment of the
Republic of China; the replacement of Sun Yat-sen by Yuan
Shikai; and the degeneration into warlord-dominated chaos;
plus the increasing role of the Japanese.

An event that nicely complemented the Meridian Society's
project on the CLC was an exhibition at the Brunei Gallery
at SOAS entitled: Western Front, Eastern Promises Trench Art and the Story of the Chinese Labour Corps
in the Great War. Conceived and curated by James
Gordon-Cumming, an expert on Trench Art of the Great
War, it featured an extensive collection of Trench Art and
other items made by Chinese labourers during their sojourn
in Europe. It was intended to run from 1 October to 12
December 2020. A visit by authors Rodney Mantle and
Zhang Xiaolin (张晓林, Samuel) was cancelled because of
lockdown (from 5 November to 2 December). We finally
visited on 11 December, the day before the exhibition
closed. Sam’s comments are included in this report.

The first country to recruit Chinese labourers in connection
with World War 1 was Russia (not mentioned in the
exhibition). Up to 200,000 worked all over Russia, doing
tasks varying from railway building through agriculture to
moving ammunition. They were recruited by private
agencies; this, combined with the political situation, meant
that both their conditions and record keeping about them
were poor.
The story of the (British) Chinese Labour Corps (CLC)
started as it became clear that the Great War had become a
war of attrition and would demand far more men (and
women) than anticipated by the governments involved. The
first to realise this were the French, who started recruiting in
China in 1916; soon, the British followed, recruiting and
training labourers for the CLC in Shandong Province from a
base in Weihaiwei (威海卫), then a British concession). In
February 1917 a French ship with over 500 such labourers
on board was torpedoed in the Mediterranean with the loss
of all passengers and crew, plus the only documentation, the
British moved most of their labourers from Qingdao to
France via Canada and the UK. Between April 1917 and
April 1918, some 95,000 CLC recruits arrived in France; a
further 40,000 were recruited for a separate group by the
French; later, the US also recruited Chinese labourers.

Sam: My thanks to my friend Rodney, who took me to this
deeply-researched exhibition, 'Western front, Eastern
promises', which was really impressive and fascinating.
Before that, I didn't know of any connection between the
WWI and China, neither did I imagine that 140,000 Chinese
labourers participated in the British and French armies.
Unfortunately, it's also a shame only a few people visited
because of the pandemic. History should be remembered.
The Gallery staff knew that physical footfall would be
limited because of the conditions in which the exhibition
opened: Covid safety measures, not least the need to prebook time slots, reduced visitor numbers. Initial attendance
was very slow but was starting to pick up when the Gallery
was forced to close; the process had to start again in
December for the last couple of weeks, with the added
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Life behind the Front
How were they treated?
Known in China as “Sturdy Shandong Men” (山东大汉),
the CLC earned great respect for their strength and
endurance. Reportedly, Field-Marshal Douglas Haig
commented: “By Jove! I wish I had a whole army of those
chaps, properly trained!”
The CLC was in fact part of the British Army: its members
wore uniform and were subject to military discipline, but not
in its strictest form. Fines were sometimes levied: there was
a report of a Chinese gambling group betting on the level of
fine that would be imposed when they were caught.
Insubordination could be punished by periods in work
camps. One cause of trouble was linguistic: The shouted
order to start a task was frequently: “GO!”. Perceived by
many recruits as 狗 (gǒu), it caused indignation that they
were being called dogs. Language classes were established,
in both directions.

CLC men loading sandbags
© WJ Hawkings Collection, courtesy John de Lucy
The British army set up a Chinese area in Noyelles-sur-Mer,
near the coast in the Somme valley, quite a way from the
front. As non-combatants, the CLC worked behind the front
line, digging trenches, laying sleepers for railway tracks,
moving provisions, etc.

Unsurprisingly, food became a bone of contention: British
army rations of bread and ham, often in small quantities, did
not appeal to the Chinese, who campaigned for and
eventually acquired the right to buy their own provisions
and cook their own meals.

Later in the war, some of them undertook more skilled work,
such as repairing damaged tanks. With the development of
(then) modern technology, such as aircraft and long-distance
ordnance, they sometimes experienced casualties.
There was an account of one instance where a CLC group
came into direct contact with German soldiers. The Chinese
trench diggers reportedly defended themselves with their
picks and shovels until a contingent of British troops arrived
to rescue them.

The more educated labourers were encouraged to help others
to learn to read and write, enabling them to send letters
home.
Chinese hospitals were established, the main one even
sporting a pagoda; later, a Chinese cemetery was laid out.

Sam: Many oral stories from the descendants of those
Chinese labourers and photographs revealed what really
happened during that time, how they did their job, how they
dealt with cultural shock and the language barrier, what
they did in their spare time, etc., which gave me lots of vivid
scenarios, a hundred years ago, what the (grass-roots)
Chinese looked like, with many ‘humorous’ moments in
wartime. I feel proud of their bravery.
Initially subjected to a rigorous workday, the CLC labourers
came to have a little more spare time, which they used partly
for gambling, but also for cultural ends, notably theatrical
performances and celebrating Spring Festival and other
special days, watched by numerous “Tommies”.

Pagoda at Chinese hospital
© WJ Hawkings Collection, courtesy John de Lucy

During the War, bagpipes were in constant use to inspire the
troops. They also inspired the CLC, as this exhibit records:

They were paid part of their wages directly, but - to avoid
the whole sum being spent on gambling - a portion was paid
directly to their families.
What about the Trench Art?
Sam was struck by this: The main part of the exhibition was
Chinese Trench Art; I was so impressed by those highlycrafted art objects and engraved shell cases. Most of them
reflected traditional Chinese culture and some life scenes
during the war. Earlier, Rodney had told me that such art
could be traced back to the Napoleonic Wars, which was
mentioned in the exhibition. As a Chinese, to be honest, it

Photo by R. Mantle
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was really fascinating for me to see those artworks, elements
you're familiar with but in an unknown background, a
forgotten historical event.

The last contingents of the CLC left France for Japaneseoccupied Shandong during 1920. Eventually, CLC medals
were produced and sent to China, but without Chinese to
help, the War Department chose to identify the recipients by
number, not name.

One of the CLC’s jobs during and after the war was
collecting used shell cases made of brass from the
battlefields. Some Chinese decorated them with images,
often elaborate, such as dragons, rural scenes and deities.

Some 3,000 of the labourers recruited by the French were
allowed to stay and formed the nucleus of the Paris
Chinatown.

After the Armistice, Battlefield Tourism started, offering an
opportunity to augment their income. As a result, many of
the decorated cases ended up in private collections and were
on show in large numbers, possibly for the first time, in this
exhibition. The photos in the Catalogue and Curator’s Tour
mentioned above repay close inspection. Flanders Fields
Museum, Ypres claims to have the largest public collection
of such Trench Art in the world.

Shabby Treatment of China
In late 1914, the Republic of China government offered
troops to help the British attack on German territory in
Shandong. The offer was turned down, as was an offer one
year later to send Chinese soldiers and workers to assist with
the war effort.
Despite continued Chinese support, not least the CLC,
throughout the War, during the 1919 Peace Conference at
Versailles, the Republic of China’s expectation that the area
of Shandong around Qingdao would be returned was
disappointed. Under a secret agreement reached before the
Conference, all German possessions in the Pacific north of
the equator were handed to Japan, a formal, but not very
active, ally of the British, the French and the Belgians, in
return for Japan’s support for Britain being given other
German possessions in the Pacific. China got nothing. This
led to the 4th May Movement protests in China.
Sam has the last word: This exhibition actually bridged one
of the many gaps between me and China, the history
between the end of imperial China and pre-modern China
ruled by the former government. All of us should remember
what Chinese people contributed to the allies in WWI;
moreover, as a Chinese, when I saw the national flag of the
former government and the jokes in Chinese style those
labourers used, I felt connected with China in a continuous,
rather than fragmentary, way.

Shell case with dragon
© J. Gordon-Cumming

Postscript
One strange aspect

Now the Brunei Gallery’s exhibition has closed and
Meridian’s CLC project is at an end, Meridian occasionally
holds related events, for example an annual remembrance at
the Cenotaph at the invitation of the Western Front
Association on the anniversary of Armistice Day. This was
cancelled in 2020 for obvious reasons; an online session was
held instead, which can accessed on this link:
https://youtu.be/_uK1cZ5xaaQ.

The lack of army identification on some of the decorated
shell cases led to research: some, it was ascertained, did not
originate during World War 1 but during the Siege of
Nanjing in 1913.
How did the CLC story end?
Fairly soon after the Armistice, the soldiers were repatriated.
The CLC remained, for the dangerous and gruesome work
of clearing up the human and mechanical débris in France
and Belgium and returning the farmland to its former state
by filling in trenches and dug-outs. Unexploded ordnance
proliferated, and great care was needed. Members of the
CLC also worked for the Imperial War Graves Commission
and improved the Chinese cemetery.

Thanks
Without the support of John Hollingworth (Brunei Gallery),
James Gordon-Cumming (Exhibition Catalogue) and Peng
Wenlan (Meridian), this article would not have been
possible. Robert Stallard (SACU) helped with the Russian
information.

Many Chinese felt great sympathy for the local people and
tried to help, but some local inhabitants complained about
looting by the CLC.
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bears comparison with Kenneth Clark’s Civilisation (BBC 1969).
An impressive sweep of history, but sometimes it is difficult to get
past a rhetoric that lapses into cliché. For example: “today history
and the future are tearing us apart”.iii Perhaps it sounds better in
Chinese. And another: “History chose the Chinese people, but the
Chinese people were unable to choose History.”iv This may mean
something to a Chinese audience, but it left me puzzled.

RIVER ELEGY (He Shang). A May
Fourth revival? By David Law
David is Academic Director of Global Partnerships in the Vicechancellor’s office at Keele University. He is a member of SACU
The latest discussion in SACU’s webinar series, held on 21
January 2021, was about the May Fourth Movement (5/4) in China.
The speakers, Rob Stallard and Michael Sheringham, are both
experts and well known to the readership of China Eye. Their
valuable articles on this subject are in China Eye, issues 61 and 62.

When He Shang was televised there was a serious split in the CCP
leadership about how open debate could be, leading to the
resignation of Zhao Ziyang and his house arrest. The Tienanmen
demonstrations in June 1989 led to the emigration of some of the
He Shang producers and writers.

Stallard writes that 5/4 was “a pivotal movement when entrenched
attitudes were challenged and defeated”. He compares this
movement with the Age of Enlightenment in Europe.

The liberals, for a time, had seemed to gain an upper hand. He
Shang was broadcast a second time in August 1988. Nearly 70
years after the “first mass urban protest in Chinese history”
(Stallard) the ideas of the 1919 students and their supporters were
again promoted, albeit in a very different register.
The programme has not been shown again in China. Whilst this
can be seen as regrettable, the fact that the series was made,
televised twice, and debated widely, was an indication that
‘opening up’ had a fundamental intellectual dimension. It is
clearly incomplete to characterise this period just by its economic
policies.
Rana Mitter, in A Bitter Revolution (2004), suggested that, in the
1980s, a new generation took up the challenge of 5/4.v His
nuanced interpretation is that there was “a clash between two rival
May Fourths”: one was ‘official’ and the other belonged to the
students (p273).

May 4th Monument in Qingdao, Shandong province (WF)

He Shang “was a polemic, arguing that nearly 70 years after May
Fourth, Chinese culture was still in thrall to an outdated culture
which was suffocating China’s development as a modern nationstate” (p265). The concluding part of He Shang informs viewers:
“Many things in China should start all over again from May
Fourth”.

5/4 can be seen as historically defined: a movement that began
with student demonstrations against how the victors proposed to
treat China after the Great War and ended, arguably, with the death
of the author, Lu Xun, in 1936. Or it can be seen, more
metaphorically, as representing China’s young generation
addressing the contrasts between an imperial past and a republican
present/future. If we take the latter perspective, adding to it the
way in which 5/4 celebrated ‘Mr Democracy’ and ‘Mr Science’,
we can find a start point of the movement but probably not an end
point. Just as ‘Enlightenment’ is an enduring concept for Europe,
May Fourth for China continues to echo across the generations.

The May Fourth Movement of 1919, for the first time and
with a thoroughly uncompromising spirit, unfurled the
banners of science and democracy … but by no means
succeeded in washing away the accumulated sediment of
feudalism in politics, economics, and in the moral
character of individuals.vi

The centenary of 5/4 was widely recognised in China in 2019.
Peking University set up a new research centre. Chinese leaders,
including Xi Jinping, made speeches. On Sina Weibo, a video
connecting contemporary pop music with the youth movement was
viewed nearly six million times.i

Mitter’s book is themed on “the handover of the talismans of May
Fourth from one generation to the next, with different people and
different eras taking certain elements and ignoring others” (p274).
He shows just how elastic the conceptual framework could be.
Any attack on traditional culture could be seen as inspired by 5/4.

In this essay I reflect on a powerful echo of 5/4 during the Deng
Xiaoping period. The original May Fourth Movement was
profoundly democratic, but it can be argued that, in a literal sense,
some ‘revivalists’ have been profoundly anti-democratic. In the
1980s, a new generation of 5/4 radicals appeared to be essentially
elitist. The city was seen as inherently superior to the village; the
intellectuals were the future and agricultural workers were holding
back the country.

Mitter described He Shang to an English-speaking readership that,
overwhelmingly, had not been able to view the programme. He
suggests: “it may be the single most-watched documentary in the
history of television” (p264). This six-part series was shown
weekly. With voice-over narration, the key theme was the need for
China to overcome backwardness and embrace modernity. In this,
the writers and producers were embracing the 5/4 tradition.

My subject is a TV series, He Shang, most often translated as River
Elegy (but also as River Dirge).ii It was first transmitted in June
1988 and, for political reasons, was considered highly controversial
in China.

In part one, Xunmeng (Searching for a Dream), the Yellow
River is shown to have nurtured China’s ancient civilization: an
Asiatic civilization that worshiped the tyrannical and ferocious
dragon.

To a Western viewer the aesthetics of production seem somewhat
primitive but the magnificence of the historical scope of the series
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It seems as if we have always needed an ancient and
enduring tranquilizer ... In every archaeological find …
we seem to take momentary comfort. RG 113
He Shang argues that the solution to Chinese problems does not lie
in reverence for the past.
There is a very didactic tone, at least to English ears. The history
is questionable with its use of the ‘hydraulic’ society thesis of Karl
Wittfogel.viii Unconvincing references to Arnold Toynbee are also
made (RG 115).
The old society must be washed away and replaced by a modern
industrial society.

The Yellow River is the ‘Mother River’ of China (WF)

What the Yellow River could give us has already been
given to our ancestors. The Yellow River cannot bring
forth again the civilisation that our ancestors once
created. We need to create a brand-new civilisation. It
cannot emerge from the Yellow River again. The dregs
of the old civilisation are like the silt in the Yellow River,
built up in the blood vessels of our people. We need a
great tidal wave ... [It] has arrived. It is industrial
civilisation. RG 116

In part two, Mingyun (Destiny), the geographical features of
China's loess plateau are seen as the cradle of a landlocked and
earthbound agrarian culture, enclosed within the Great Wall,
shutting out the maritime world of trade and industry.
In part three, Lingguang (The Light of the Spirit), the reasons
for the stagnation of Chinese science and technology are
explored and the case is made for intellectuals to be given
freedom.

The theme of choosing the blue ocean rather than the Yellow River
is powerfully developed in an allegorical way.

In part four, Xinjiyuan (New Era), the history of China's
repeated failures to modernize is set out: from the 1898
Hundred Days of Reform through to the Great Leap Forward
in 1958.

What came by sea was a new sort of civilization ... and a
crisis for our civilization ... RG 134

In part five, Youhuan (Suffering), twin calamities are
juxtaposed: the repeated flooding of the Yellow River and the
Cultural Revolution.

In several episodes there are references to the military defeats of
the Qing emperors, particularly in the Opium wars, with use of
footage from other films to show both the superiority of the British
navy as well as its predatory threat.

In part six, Weilanse (Deep Blue), the Yellow River is followed
to the Pacific Ocean. The sea represents contemporary global
civilization.

To save our nation from danger and destruction, we
should try to keep the invaders out. … But to save a
declining civilization we should also throw open our
country’s gates … to receive the new light of science and
democracy. …

Mitter writes: “It is difficult to get hold of a copy these days, as it
is banned in China, although copies circulate in Hong Kong and
the west.” (p264). He wrote this before YouTube made videos
more easily available.

We will never again turn down the invitation of the
ocean! RG 134

Although it has been edited to about half the length of the original,
it is possible to view He Shang with English subtitles and to get a
good idea of what the series was trying to achieve. A version is
available on YouTube from Deep Dish TV in New York.

The May Fourth chorus is always there: “young people are
questioning history”; although still “economically and spiritually
oppressed”, Chinese intellectuals are no longer seen as “the stinky
ninth category” (chao lao jiu). During the Cultural Revolution,
which also had a tenuous link with 5/4 through its campaigns
against ‘old thought’, the intellectuals were a long way down the
pecking order, following landlords, rich farmers, antirevolutionaries, bad influences, right-wingers, traitors, spies, and
capitalist roaders.

In this short essay I have had to quote selectively whilst aiming to
preserve the overall tone of the original. The Chinese edition of the
text, published by Xiandai Chubanshe in June 1988, was translated,
with added annotations, by Richard W. Bodman and Pin P. Wan. I
used this version, published by the East Asia Program at Cornell
University (referred to here as RG – Reader’s Guide).vii

May history never again play tricks on Chinese
intellectuals. Today this is our deepest prayer!
[underlined for emphasis] RG 157

At first the style of narration and presentation might be rather
bewildering to a Western viewer who is likely to find it difficult to
appreciate the connections between the words and the images.

Politically the makers of this programme had to side with
reformists in the CCP leadership. The Third Plenum, the
December 1978 conference that endorsed Deng Xiaoping, is seen
as an irresistible historic tide which “finally swept China into the
mainstream of reform among socialist nations” (RG 161). The
problems of reform are “far more complex and difficult than those
of the Soviet Union and Eastern European countries” because
China bears the “burden of thousands of years of tradition” (RG
161).

He Sheng sees the Chinese people as suffering. Throughout the
programmes the decline of Chinese civilisation is discussed.
We seem to think that the humiliation of the past century
was merely an aberration in our long and glorious
history. Since 1840, … people … use the glories and
greatness of the old times to cover up poverty and
backwardness. RG 113
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We are standing at a crossroads: either we can allow our
ancient civilisation to continue to decline, or we can
force it to acquire the mechanisms of revitalization … we
cannot shirk this historical responsibility. RG 162

The saying goes: a dip of water from the Yellow River is
70% mud. RG 190
The Yellow River is seen as a source of nurture and as a source of
harm. In anticipation of a new ecological thinking in a later
generation, the programme suggests that “when mankind takes
something away from nature, nature will pay us back in kind” (RG
195). The earthworks to prevent floods are eroded and rebuilt in
just the same way that dynasties corrode but the Mandate of
Heaven is restored. At the heart of this was an authoritarian
ideology with a rigid adherence to hierarchy.

Whilst there are echoes of Lenin’s Imperialism: the Highest Stage
of Capitalism, the proposed resolution contrasts sharply with the
revolutionary responses of the May Fourth movement. Trust,
perhaps even faith, in capitalist markets is unqualified by any
recognition that the powerless and the poor generally lose out when
free market solutions are used. Perhaps above all, what struck me
was the uncritical admiration for ‘Westernisation’. “Now the
Chinese people are more eager than ever before to enter the world
market.” RG 173

In ancient China, small-scale peasants were scattered as
densely as the stars in the summer sky yet were as loose
as grains of sand on a plate. Confucian intellectuals,
who possessed skills of social organisation as well as a
unified belief, very effectively knit these disunited smallscale peasants into a society. This unique social
structure once created a high degree of prosperity in
China. RG 195

Absurdities of the current reality are emphasised:
In a famous hospital, there is no doctor who earns more
than the old lady selling baked sweet potatoes at the
front gate. ‘Those who put the problems of the world first
will be those who get rich last.’ RG 175ix
Against irrationality, the impersonal (and therefore ‘rational’)
judgements of markets are praised.

Although Confucianism was able, at one time, to secure prosperity,
it cannot do so now. It represents a tradition that is out of date.
“Bureaucratism, special privileges, and corruption” are damaging
to the four modernisations. They are “ancient symptoms of a sick
society [and] very much like the Yellow River sediment which …
gradually builds up to a crisis.” RN 197

The source of all this unfairness is that society lacks a
competitive mechanism for ensuring equal of
opportunity, it lacks a common yardstick - the market.
Only when we can develop a healthy market can we
ensure that opportunity, equality, and competition will
start to link up; yet this is precisely the thing that our
people with their ancient civilization know the least
about.” RG 175
China, “a nation of deep-rooted egalitarian traditions”, must learn
to accept inequality. The makers of He Shang admire capitalist
modernisation. The brutal impact on rural populations remains
unmentioned.
In the vast backward rural areas there are common
problems in the peasant makeup: a weak spirit of
enterprise, a very low ability to accept risk, a deep
psychology of dependency and a strong sense of passive
acceptance of fate. … It is not the lack of resources, nor
the level of GNP, nor the speed of development but
rather this deficiency of people that is the essence of
backwardness. RG 170

Deng Xiaoping’s reforms transformed China (WF)
He Shang calls on its audience to turn to the sea. China is a nation
“poised on the Western Pacific and simultaneously perched on the
Eastern rim of the Eurasian continent”. RG 205

And during the Great Leap Forward (1958-1961), “our great
leader” believed a “fairy tale”.

The restless blue waves of the Pacific were always
calling … RG 206

… from economic utopia to political crisis, and leading
ultimately to historical tragedy and social chaos, can we
not say that this is the inevitable end of agricultural
civilisation? RG 171

At various points the characteristic 5/4 celebration of science and
democracy is connected with externality and learning from the
West.
Capitalism … set in motion the industrial revolution and
free trade, and so began the great antiphonal chorus of
science and democracy. All this was inextricably linked
to the ocean. RG 207

Although, “when we let our imagination run wild”, China might be
seen as vast and rich in resources, “when we calm down and
reflect, we discover … it is population-rich but land-poor, short on
natural resources, technologically backwards, educationally
stunted and with a very low-quality labour force.” (RG 182)
Referring to Mao Zedong and rejecting Maoism: “being poor is
due to being blank, and being blank is due to being poor.” Reform
must address both. The Chinese people can “once more enjoy a
new spring” through reform (RG 182).

The tyrannical Yellow River cannot teach us what is true
democracy. It is futile to rely only on this yellow soil, this
Yellow River, which can no longer support the swelling
population, or give birth to a new culture. It no longer
has the nutrition or the energy of the past. 212/3

There is purity in the sea. In contrast, the Yellow River’s
distinctive feature is its “terrible” sediment.
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Shěn Kuò was one of the leading intellectuals of the Song
dynasty. He was a polymath with knowledge of many
different disciplines and spent his life noting down anything
of interest that he saw. The great sinologist, Joseph
Needham, describes him as ‘Perhaps the most interesting
man in all Chinese scientific history’. The soubriquet the
‘Chinese Leonardo da Vinci’ seems appropriate but he lived
500 years earlier than the great Italian. He is mainly known
for a book that is a compendium of notes he wrote over his
lifetime the ‘Dream Pool Essays’ 梦溪笔谈 Mèng xī bǐ tán
published in 1086. The book is named after a landscape
garden he built that had appeared to him in a dream.

And throughout there is a hymn of praise to the new intellectuals,
although the continuity with Confucianism is unacknowledged.
Chinese history did not create … a bourgeoisie … [to
promote] science and democracy; Chinese culture did
not nurture … citizenship. ... But history created for
China a unique group – its intellectuals. RG 217 (added
emphasis)
… they hold … weapons to destroy ignorance and
superstition; they can converse with the maritime
civilisation; they can channel … fresh spring water of
science and democracy on our yellow earth. RG 218x
The forward march of the intellectuals must proceed, making an
alliance with others.

He was born near Hangzhou and was quickly recognized as
a scholar and served in the government as an ambassador, a
military commander and became chancellor of the Imperial
Academy. He retired to a location near Zhenjiang in
Jiangsu. What makes his contribution stand out is that he
made careful observations of everything and offered only
logical conclusions, cutting scientific inquiry free from
hearsay and superstition. All modern science is built upon
this empiricist approach to observation.

… the plain-faced soft-spoken new breed of
entrepreneurs. One should not underestimate the new
social energy and vitality among the owners of small
shops, these scurrying businessmen, and the
peasants who have left the land to work all over the
country. RG 219
I had a powerful sense that Su Xiaokang, the principal writer of
the script and once a Red Guard, was really speaking only for
one section of society when he proposed a route to end China’s
suffering. In any country, intellectuals (who are professionally
adept at literary statements) often find ways to advocate national
solutions that happen also to benefit their advocates.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

His ‘Dream Pool Essays’ are a goldmine of pioneering
observations but the topics are not structured into an overbranching theory, instead they touch on a very wide range of
different subjects including astronomy, mathematics,
chemistry, geology, arts, music, military strategy, literature
and general observations of nature. It consists of the main
text followed by an appendix (补笔谈 Bǔ bǐ tán) and then a
sequel (续笔谈 Xù bǐ tán). In Europe, it took 500 years
before many of his discoveries were repeated. Here are a
few examples of his pioneering observations of the world.

1

Global Times 5 May 2019, Young Chinese celebrate centenary of
May Fourth Movement - Global Times
2
This translation, River Dirge, was used by Frederic Wakeman Jr
in his article ‘All the Rage in China’, New York Review of Books, 2
March 1989.
3
Deathsong of the River: A Reader’s Guide to the Chinese TV
Series Heshang, (1991) – referred to as Reader’s Guide (RG). This
quote is from a critical episode: Youhuan. RG 194
4
RG 133.
5
Mitter, R (2004) A Bitter Revolution, Oxford University Press:
Oxford.
6
RG 216.
7
See also the essays in Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars,
themed issue on He Shang in 1991, vol.23, number 3.
8
The programme uses Karl Wittfogel’s Oriental Depsotism as an
authoritative source. See Joseph Needham’s review published in
1959 in Science and Society, vol.XXIII, pp58-65.
9
This is both a reference to a classical text and an ironic allusion to
Deng Xioping’s call to ‘get rich’. RG 175.
10
Some of this was deleted from the second broadcast: RG 218.
Reader’s Guide contains both annotations of the changes made
between the first and second editions of the series and a useful
extensive table of the relationship between text and images.
__________________________________________________

Chemistry
Shen Kuo observed the strange properties of a particularly
bitter tasting stream. He noted how the water would reduce
produce copper and coat anything iron with a copper
surface. We now know that the water must have been rich in
copper sulphate. At the time science was dominated by the
theory of the five elements. This observation ran counter to
the theory where water was produced by metal (cold metal

Shen Kuo 沈括 1031 - 1095
Rob Stallard
Rob Stallard is a Vice President of SACU and is a regular
contributor to SACU’s China Eye magazine.
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surfaces collect dew overnight) as in this case water was
producing metal.

When he saw evidence of fossil sea creatures high up in
mountains he did not suggest that they were deposited in
some great flood but instead by gradual processes. He had
noted the erosion and deposition of river silts and suggested
that present day geomorphology was the result of these
processes over very long time periods. It was 700 years later
that James Hutton came up with the same hypothesis.

He held that all matter was composed in different densities
of the same base component - the ‘qì 气’.
Mathematics
He wrote of how the length of circular arcs could be
calculated. He devised a system of trigonometry for a
spherical surface (like the Earth) rather than the Euclidean
flat plane. He considered the moves of Chinese chess and
calculated how many possible moves there were and noted
how the number of combinations made the numbers quickly
approach infinity.

He was the first to make three dimensional relief maps using
sawdust and wheat flour glue. The Emperor was so
impressed that he ordered similar models to be made of
frontier regions. When he discovered that burning petroleum
produce very fine soot, which is suitable for making ink, he
considered how the demand for wood used in traditional ink
manufacturing would denude the mountains of their trees - a
very early concern about sustainable development.

He showed how to calculate the sum of a progression of
numbers. There are hints that he understood how to sum
infinite series which is the basis of mathematical integration
discovered by Leibniz 700 years later. It is likely Leibniz
based his theory on Shen's work as he studied many ancient
Chinese texts.

It is a sad that Shen Kuo's work was not followed up by
others. There was no work of similar quality anywhere else
in the world at this time. As in the case of poetry promising
developments in the Song dynasty were blighted by the
controversies over the Wang Anshi reforms and then the
loss of northern China to the Jin dynasty.

Astronomy

References

Shen gives the first definite description of the magnetic
compass. He also describes using sundials to observe the
passage of the sun through the sky. He was dismissive of the
competence of the astronomers at the time. He made an
accurate measurement of how far the apparent pole of
rotation of the heavens drifts over the past few thousand
years. In 1064 he recorded the fall of a meteorite.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shen_Kuo
http://www.chinaknowledge.de/Literature/Science/mengqi
bitan.html
The Shorter Science and Civilization in China, Needham and
Ronan, Cambridge University Press, 1978. Volumes 1 and 2.

After a loud thunderclap it fell in a garden burning the
fences and producing a small impact crater. After the
glowing meteorite cooled off he noted that it looked like
iron and had been made tear-shaped by its fiery passage
through the atmosphere.

Image of Shen Kuo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Beijing_Ancient_Observa
tory_20090715-19_(cropped).jpg
_________________________________________________

His observation of the moon's orbit led him to postulate that
the times of tides was primarily governed by the moon but
also modified by the topology of seas and estuaries.

My first-hand experience of Uyghurs in
Eastern China

Optics

Keith Lamb

Like Isaac Newton, who lived 650 years later, Shen was
fascinated by mirrors and lenses. He experimented with a
burning lens. He correctly suggested why the image
projected from a pin hole is turned upside down.

Keith Lamb is a China analyst with a background in international
relations, Chines studies and sociology. He has lived in China since
2004. His main interests are neoliberalism, socialism with Chinese
characteristics and international relations of Chiba.

Acoustics

This article originally appeared on the CGTN (China Global
Television Network) website on October 21 2020. It has been edited
for China Eye. Although Keith is now a member of SACU, the views
expressed are his and not necessarily those of China Eye or SACU.

He noted how the strings of zithers would resonate at a
specific frequency.
Weather

Living in China as a foreigner I’m used to lived experiences
not matching its Western media portrayal. The “Xinjiang
million genocide story” which links an outrageous figure with
death and concealment is a recurring theme in Western
atrocity propaganda.

He recorded a double rainbow in 1070 and correctly
surmised that rainbows are caused by the dispersion of
sunlight by suspended water droplets. He also recorded how
a lightning strike that hit a house melting the metal objects
but left other materials barely scorched.
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The million along with deaths provoke shock while the
camouflaging of the “crime” can be used in lieu of real
evidence. For example, with this logic one can argue that just
because no Iraqi Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) were
found their “concealment” means they could have still existed.
Of course, the simple and true explanation is the WMD
“evidence” was fake.

expressed disdain with certain aspects of Han culture but
were nevertheless adamant that this did not diminish their
own place as a member of the Chinese state.
On a long bus journey one Uyghur woman, working as an
English teacher, discussed with me her own situation. As we
started to talk she said with a smile “nide zhongwen kending
bibushang wode (your Mandarin can’t hold a candle to mine”.
For her a greater Chinese civilizational identity provided a
hedge against certain traditions, her family followed, which
she disagreed with.

In China with the outbreak of COVID-19 the Western press
abounded with stories of the CPC covering up deaths. One
piece of “evidence” to support this claim was the story that
“21 million Chinese cellphone users disappeared within three
months of the pandemic” which represented the “real” death
toll. This would be roughly one in every 60 people in China.
There would have been bodies everywhere but I saw none. It
is obvious now that these 21 million figures, if it is true,
merely represents the cancelling of sim cards which during a
lockdown, with home WIFI and a house phone, were
unnecessary.

The dilemma of the narrative on Uyghur “freedom” vs
“oppression” was encapsulated in this encounter. On one
hand China and Mandarin, from her perspective, enhanced
her freedom not only to travel across China but as a female
too. However, on the other hand, one could simultaneously
argue that a greater Chinese identity and bilingualism dilutes
ethnic identity.
The Western Anglosphere media clearly favors the second
narrative. Ironically, most from the anglosphere world tend to
be monolinguals who expect others to speak English which
they impose with the narrative of freedom. Paradoxically, the
woman on the bus journey who had excellent English had
largely digested many of the cultural norms from the Englishspeaking world.

With news being cleverly constructed when it comes to China,
I’ve had no other option but to pay more attention to my own
experiences or dig deeper into how “facts” appear in the
Western press. This is especially the case when claims of
extreme repression are made. Xinjiang and the Uyghurs are
complex, to say the least, but its multifaceted nature is not
represented in the West. Despite living in China since 2004,
I too had largely accepted the one-sided Western narrative on
the Uyghurs.

Thus far, from my experience, even the most competent
Uyghur Mandarin speakers, even the most enthusiastic
supporters of the Chinese state retain a strong Uyghur sense
of self, and long may this persist. China, in fact, remains a
land of cultural diversity and bilingualism even amongst the
Han, who speak mutually unintelligible tongues. However,
the Han’s minority languages, unlike ethnic minority
languages are not state-sanctioned.

Some Uyghur street vendors complained their hometowns
were less developed than China’s east coast which they
believed indicated discrimination. Indeed, they were right
about the uneven-development then but this was true for the
whole of western China. Some Uyghurs I met were
enthusiastic about their Chinese identity but their views
contrasted so heavily with my mediated reality it was hard to
know how to process them. However, from 2014 I noticed
that there was a huge influx of Uyghur students entering
universities in Eastern China. Where I worked a second halal
canteen was opened.

Coming back to English, for comparison, it’s pertinent to note
that within a few hundred years of its arrival upon the
American and Oceanic continents it erased all other
languages and homogenized cultures. As such, if actions
speak louder than words, the West has little to teach China in
regards to maintaining cultural diversity and we must look
beyond the mediated narratives that ask us to believe
otherwise.

Getting to know these Uyghurs, on a personal level,
challenged my previous beliefs. I put forward claims of
Uyghur repression and was taken aback by their mocking
response. I questioned more but they looked at me
incredulous saying “go yourself” which I eventually did in
2016.

NOTE: Within China are 56 recognised ethnic groups, the largest
being Han, about 91.6% of China’s 1.4 billion people. The other
8.4. %, about 118 million people, are made up of 55 other ethnic
minority nationalities. 53 have their own language, 21 have written
languages, all have their own traditions, beliefs and festivals.

While these Uyghurs spoke excellent Mandarin there was no
doubt about their Uyghur ethnic identity which they took
great pride in. Outside class, and even inside class if
communicating with one another, they spoke their own
Uyghur language.

The largest nationalities are; Zhuang, 18 million, Manchu, 11
million, Hui, 10 million, Miao, 9 million and Uyghur, 12 million.
The areas which have the highest concentration of ethnic groups
are Xinjiang with 47 and Yunnan with 22. Chinese bank notes are
printed in Chinese characters, pin yin (Roman alphabet) and in the
ethnic minority languages; Manchu, Mongolian, Tibetan, Zhuang
and Uighur (Arabic).

Nevertheless, many were proud members of a larger Chinese
civilizational identity. I saw some taking part in national day
celebrations and one of my former students joined the army.
However, it would be a mistake to explain their civilizational
identity as a simplistic “Hanification” of their identity. Some
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A Tale of Three Countries: One year into the
global pandemic, Andrew Beck assesses how
the leaders of the United Kingdom, the United
States, and China have responded to the crisis.

given that there were some sixty-four changes to UK
regulations governing people’s behaviour between March
2020 and January 2021.
On Thursday 7 January 2021, home secretary Priti Patel
reasserted the government’s clear approach to quarantine.
Given the paucity of monitoring this may best be described
as self-policing. The following day transport secretary Grant
Shapps told Sky News ‘when quarantine comes in properly
it’ll be 100 per cent successful’. Making the best out of a
bad job, he then asserted: ‘Self-isolation quarantine is the
gold standard’ (07:14). By 15 January, Shapps was back on
the early morning media round. This time he told BBC1’s
Breakfast (07:38) that ‘they [UK arrivals] are now required
in almost all cases to quarantine’. Asked if this process had
been tightened up from self-policing, he replied: ‘Most
people want to do the right thing.’ He signed off with the
casual assertion that ‘less than one tenth of 1 per cent of
coronavirus arrives this way [airport arrivals]’, begging the
question, how do they arrive?

Notwithstanding evidence of occurrences of Covid-19 in
September 2019 (Italy) and December 2019 (France, the
US), the preferred narrative marks the start of the global
pandemic with the 1 January 2020 closure of the Wuhan
Seafood Market. That put China on the Covid-19 world
map. The rapid spread of the virus in the US and the UK had
them join China soon after. Whilst it is grotesque to regard a
global pandemic as a gladiatorial contest between
superpowers that is how it has come to be represented. And
whilst it is invidious to reduce the complexities of
contemporary national government to the tired old narrative
of big men that is how these three countries’ performances
have been regarded in this first pandemic year. So, viewed
through a media prism, how did Johnson, Trump, and Xi
do?

Later the same day Johnson announced much stricter and
wide-ranging travel restrictions, halting arrivals from many
African and South American countries as well as suspending
all remaining ‘travel corridors’ (where travellers were not
required to quarantine). Needless to say, these new
restrictions should have been in place on Friday 15 January
but because the Department for Transport failed to produce
revised guidelines for airlines and travellers, this was pushed
back to 04:00 hours on Monday, 18 January. Maintaining its
record of belated and insufficient action the UK government
finally introduced a form of quarantine for arrivals at UK
airports on 15 February 2021. Quarantine applies to
passengers from a ‘red list’ of high-risk countries. True to
form the system’s start was chaotic: guidance about how the
system would operate was only emailed to immigration
control workers at 21:25 on 14 February, less than three
hours before the rules came into effect; and ‘red list’
passengers freely mixed with those from other countries
both on flights and in immigration queues.

The Johnson gang
When reminiscing about armed conflict the British
sometimes speak of someone having had a ‘good war’. Boris
Johnson could have had a good pandemic. Having
successfully destabilised two previous Conservative Party
leaders, by December 2019 he was finally UK Prime
Minister in his own right with a huge parliamentary
majority. Instead of investigating whether any of his election
campaign promises were actually realisable Johnson
squandered the early months of his premiership putting a
gloss on his domestic arrangements, having a cabinet
reshuffle to weed out all but the most obsequious members,
insulting the outgoing leader of the Opposition, and paying
scant attention to the warning signs coming from Italy from
31 January 2020.
By 4 April, with Keir Starmer installed as Jeremy Corbyn’s
successor, the pattern for Johnson’s response to the
pandemic was set: talk down the threat, ridicule any
suggestions to impose restrictions on the UK population,
loudly declaim what he would not do at any cost (impose
circuit breakers or lockdowns, cancel examinations,
maintain free school meals during school holidays), and then
belatedly do just that. At every stage of the pandemic’s 2020
progress his libertarianism and misplaced desire not to be
the bearer of bad tidings has meant that any action taken has
been too little, too late, and with too many exemptions.

History will not view Johnson’s performance kindly. For
now, one might look to language history for clues. For
William S. Burroughs ‘The Johnson Family’ was a turn-ofthe-century expression to designate good bums and thieves:
‘A Johnson honors his obligations. His word is good and he
is a good man to do business with’ (Burroughs 1983: iii). In
stark contrast to Burroughs’ generous notion of a ‘Johnson’,
Jonathon Green’s research into the historical origins of slang
reveals a ‘Johnson’ as a mid-to-late nineteenth century term
for the penis, as well as a 1990s US teen phrase ‘to pull a
Johnson’ meaning ‘to execute a U-turn, usually as a lastminute decision’ (Green 2008: 737). The UK’s Johnson
fulfils both definitions.

The proven formula for dealing effectively with Covid-19 is
test, track, trace, isolate, and support. What is appalling
about the UK’s response is that in spring 2020 nearly all of
these elements were in place: people with the earliest
detected cases of Covid-19 were effectively quarantined and
supported in their isolation. For reasons known only to the
UK government this successful strategy was soon
abandoned. From then on responses were haphazard,
disorganised, and frequently misunderstood or
misrepresented by government representatives sent on the
early morning media round. It’s little wonder both the UK
population and government representatives were confused

One day, it’s like a miracle, it will disappear
Trump’s gameplan for 2020 was simple: continue walking
‘the high wire [as] his confidence grows and self-belief
surges that he is not going to be knocked off course’ (Sopel
2020: 339). Business as usual, a stroll to re-election. He had
no idea what might ‘upend the best laid plans’ and make
him lose his ‘footing. Something like coronavirus, for
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example’ (Sopel ibid). Over the course of 2020 Trump
moved from being the Pendulum President to Viral Trump
to Patient Potus and finally to the Squatter-in-Chief. Having
lost the election he sounded the trumpet for his supporters to
mobilise, in the words of Sean Wilentz, ‘a virtual
confederacy’ from which they broadcast the Trump doctrine
(see Edsall 2020).

A pandemic is not a dinner party
The 2002-04 outbreak and spread of SARS affected twentynine countries worldwide, with 6.6 per cent of global
fatalities recorded in China, and 21.1 per cent in Taiwan.
Both vowed to learn hard lessons from this and to create
comprehensive strategies for coping with any future
outbreak. When the first cases of Covid-19 were diagnosed
and reported China didn’t ignore or deny its existence. From
23 January the Chinese government passed a host of social
distancing measures: closed schools, universities,
government offices, libraries, museums, and factories;
cancelled or postponed large public events; limited physical
contact; and isolated and supported people with Covid-19.
Public transport was greatly reduced, and all trans-provincial
bus routes were taken out of service. The first major
opportunity for mass transmission of the virus was the
Chinese New Year. Although five million people had
travelled out of Wuhan by 23 January, China did not witness
superspreader events such as Thanksgiving (when US
citizens freely moved all over the US) or Christmas (where
English citizens were left confused by rapidly and radically
changing government directives).

However far-fetched they became no Homeland or House of
Cards storyline could ever equal the narrative of Trump’s
one-term presidency. The very end of his White House days
saw him continuing to lie, ‘claiming control over reality
itself’ (Gessen 2016). Having worked himself into a Twitter
frenzy towards the end of the 2020 election claiming that
figures for US Covid-19 deaths were fake news, Trump
barely acknowledged coronavirus for the rest of his
presidency.
Trump’s inability to confront crisis in any meaningful and
constructive way saw him shapeshift his way through 2020.
Having previously flirted with alt-right conspiracy theorists
(QAnon Don) he then inspired his supporters to take to the
streets to challenge the result whilst claiming their violence
was nothing to do with him (Teflon Don). Modelling
himself on The Simpsons’ Sideshow Bob he took the Silicon
Valley notion of disruption to the max and on 6 January
exhorted his devotees to storm the Capitol Building
(Sideshow Don). With his personal Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat, and Twitter accounts removed Trump had to use
the White House Twitter account to offer a grudging
condemnation of the trashing of the Capitol: ‘No true
supporter of mine could ever endorse political violence’ (14
January 2021).
What are Trump’s legacies? Covid-19 raging out of control,
being impeached twice, refusing to attend his successor’s
inauguration, the downgrading of the most powerful job in
the world, and a ‘virtual confederacy’ declaring a new civil
war. In the final days of the 2020 presidential election
campaign, many UK columnists reflected on Trump’s
record. (Mary Dejevsky even thought that he might come to
be seen ‘as something of a tragic figure, whose presidency
was obliterated by one big mistake’ (Dejevsky 2021)).
Surprisingly generous, the best they could find to say about
him was that, despite all his bluster, he hadn’t actually
started any new wars. By 20 January’s Inauguration Day
even that assessment was out-of-date: whilst there were only
2,500 US troops left in Afghanistan, 25,000 troops were
deployed in Washington DC to keep the peace.

A 91 years old patient leaves hospital in Wuhan. The Chinese
medics did not give up on anybody.

Much has been made of mobile technology’s role in
controlling the virus: witness UK health secretary Matt
Hancock’s announcing ambitious targets for smartphone app
adoption which were consistently missed. In China much of
the burden of containment and control of the virus was
delivered by distinctly old-fashioned human technology.
Communities policed themselves to ensure everyone had
their temperatures taken; outbreaks of illness were reported;
and people isolating were supported appropriately with, for
instance, food or medical prescription deliveries. This
resulted in there being only 4,829 deaths in China as of 15
February 2021. Vitally important to China’s continuing
record of low or no Covid fatalities since May 2020 has
been the continuation of quarantine measures, with no
exemptions whatsoever. Arrivals in Beijing must spend
fourteen days in centralised quarantine followed by a further
seven days local community monitored home stay. Shanghai
has the same quarantine with monitored home stay period
extended from seven to fourteen days.

His second impeachment trial might have acquitted him of
his incitement to insurrection but he could still be subject to
future civil or criminal prosecution. In the words of Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, “He didn’t get away
with anything yet”. Technically still able to run for political
office this is unlikely given that Trump would not be
adopted as the Republican Party candidate, and lacks the
personal capital to launch a third-party election campaign.
But any Trumpist Republican wanting to run in 2024 (Ted
Cruz, Mike Pompeo) would have to trek to Mar-a-Largo to
kiss his ring to gain permission (Mafia Don)
.
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China’s success has been frustrating for many liberal and
not-too-liberal commentators in the UK. Whilst
acknowledging that Asian democracies have done well John
Gray falls back on the old saw of the unreliability of
Chinese statistics: ‘China’s record is difficult to assess
because of controls on the flow of information’ (Gray, 2020:
27). Even more grudging has been the abandoning of myths
about Covid-19’s source. When Ian Birrell admitted in his 7
December i column that ‘The wild animal market in Wuhan
turned out to be a diversion after the theory was discredited
by scientists’ (Birrell, 2020a) this clearly irritated him so he
had to qualify this by saying ‘many questions remain over
its eruption and the actions of the Chinese regime’ (Birrell
ibid). Similar sentiments were expressed by Gideon
Rachman in the Financial Times: ‘The obvious preliminary
conclusion is that the pandemic will turn out to be an overall
geopolitical win for the People’s Republic of China’
(Rachman, 2020). But he felt that hard facts and real science
would be trumped by irrational emotion: ‘People are more
impressed by the fact that the virus originated in China than
by Beijing’s subsequent success in stopping its spread’
(Rachman ibid).

UK 176.55 (JHCRC 15 February 2021). The Covid-19
balance sheet shows that Taiwan had a great pandemic,
China had a very good pandemic, and the UK and the US
had appalling pandemics. If governments follow the science
they will be able to contain and manage this and future
viruses; if they use massive numbers of deaths as
components in a game of geopolitical public relations they
will unleash chaos.

Casting doubt on statements from Chinese officials about
the pandemic, as well as giving credibility to rumours and
urban myths, has characterised much UK reporting. The
Wuhan Institute of Virology is consistently returned to as
the source of Covid-19. This has featured in news bulletins
from the BBC as well as documentaries from ITV. Even
when no evidence has been found to support this theory the
rumour is still repeated. Witness Ian Birrell’s 28 December
Mail on Sunday column: ‘There is, so far, no evidence to
disprove the conventional wisdom among scientists that
Covid-19 emerged through some natural spill-over from
nature. Yet equally, there is nothing to disprove suggestions
that it might have leaked from the Wuhan Institute of
Virology’ (Birrell 2020b). And whilst other journalists might
avoid such logic-defying argument they nonetheless have
settled on a narrative best summarised as ‘China = unfree but
alive; rest of the world = free but dead’. Even Private Eye’s
usually sceptical anonymous medic MD now subscribes to
this: ‘China managed to suppress the virus by brutally
suppressing its people, but that isn’t the British way’ (MD
2021).
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As long as irrationality rules governments’ responses to
pandemics they will not see the bigger picture of humanity’s
cruel treatment of the planet, the creatures we share it with,
and those creatures’ environments. Whilever that picture
remains obscured there can be little hope for the long-term
survival of a world in balance. As John Gray concludes:
‘The virus has shown us that human supremacy was always
a dangerous illusion. It is time to adjust to a more modest
place in the life of the planet’ (Gray 2020: 28). If we are not
more modest then Gaia’s revenge could be brutal and
permanent.
References

And the winner is . . .
Determined not to repeat the SARS disaster the Taiwan
government was well-prepared for Covid-19: when it was
first detected test, track, trace, isolate, and support measures
were immediately implemented. This resulted in Taiwan
recording total Covid-19 deaths at 0.04 per 100,000 (Johns
Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15 February 2021).
The Chinese government was similarly well-prepared. The
UK government was late in acknowledging the threat of
Covid-19, and has consistently struggled to impose seriously
restrictive measures or to support its population.
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publisher at www.bite-sizedbooks.com The book was launched
with contributions from Andrew and other contributors on 24
February, and is viewable at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVMi1zjvGqw A shorter
version of his ‘Trump and the China Virus’, which appeared in
China Eye 68, was also published in Pandemic: Where Are We Still
Going Wrong?

The US government in the figure of Donald Trump treated
Covid as a rhetorical geopolitical or electoral pawn and
never took its threat seriously. The results of these differing
responses are clearly visible: deaths per 100,000 head of
population for China are 0.35, for the US 148.34, and for the
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In fact, the initial handling of the crisis by the Chinese
authorities was praised by the WHO and by Western leaders,
Macron, Johnson and even Trump. The virus genome was
published to the world as early as 12 January, which was
invaluable to researchers to study treatments and develop
vaccines. The Sunday Times Magazine of 21/2/21, page 18,
records how Zhang Yongzhen, a Chinese researcher, sent
the virus’s genetic code to Teresa Lambe on 11 January, at
Oxford University. She commented that,’ the genetic code
was a bit like the recipe we needed for creating a vaccine’.
Work on a vaccine started immediately (Observer 14/2/21),
page 37.

Sino File of Current Events compiled by
Walter Fung
BYD ADL partnership accelerates electrification with
the design and assembly of electric bus chassis in the UK
Alexander Dennis Limited (ADL) and BYD UK jointly
announced today that they will commence the design and
assembly of chassis for electric single and double decker
buses for the British market, ensuring completed vehicles
are built in ADL’s facilities in the UK. ADL is a subsidiary
of leading independent global bus manufacturer NFI Group
Inc., while BYD is a Chinese company and a global leader
in batteries, energy management and electric mobility.
Since it began in 2015, the partnership has gone from
strength to strength, with over 500 electric buses delivered
or on order. They have clocked up a combined over 16
million emission-free miles of reliable service in London as
well as numerous towns and cities across the UK. More than
70% of electric buses introduced in Britain in this period
were supplied by the BYD ADL partnership.
(From ADL 11/1/21)

Later, the pandemic spread to Western nations, which
delayed taking action for weeks allowing the virus time to
take a hold and cause widespread illness and deaths. Then
misleading and negative versions of events became
widespread. These have now become accepted throughout
the Western world. It is a tragedy that this whole pandemic
has become so politicised.
Maintaining sole superpower status quo
I wonder how many people know about the US ‘Defence
Guidance’ of 1992 and the National Security Strategy’ of
2002? I refer to pages 357-368 in John J Mearsheimers’s
book, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, Norton 2014.
Or google, Defence Strategy 1992 or Wolfowitz Doctrine.

More on the coronavirus
I have been reading accounts of the pandemic in the widely
respected magazines, National Geographic (November
2020) and New Scientist (19th September 2020). Both reports
are written without any ‘finger-pointing’ or political aspects.
By 31 December 2019, 27 ‘pneumonia case of unknown
cause’ had been reported in Wuhan. The first person who
was confirmed to have died from the new disease was a 61year-old man on 9 January 2020. At that time, scientists did
not believe there was strong evidence of transmission
between humans.

Although these declarations were made decades ago, a
notable event occurred in 2014 when China’s GDP,
estimated in purchasing parity (PPP) terms, became equal to
that of the US. Using PPP, the global share of GDP of
China, now significantly exceeds that of the US, see below.
From this time and especially within the last three years
negative views of China have become increasingly hostile,
with a trade war, and now bordering on a new cold war.

On 30 January 2020, the World Health Organisation (WHO)
declared a global health emergency. However, according to
New Scientist, the first fatality outside China was confirmed
on 2 February in the Philippines. The WHO classified the
crisis as a pandemic on 11 March.

From the British Press
Share of % Global GDP (using PPP) of various countries
(PPP is purchasing parity), figures projected for 2020
China-18.56
US-15.98
India-6.67
Japan-4.02
Germany-3.42
Russia-3.90
Indonesia-2.56
Source: IMF Statista
(From I 17/12/20)

As I see it, and these are my own views, during December
2019 and early January 2020, it took the Chinese medics a
while to ascertain the nature of the ‘pneumonia of unknown
cause.’ It was new and nobody had had any previous
experience or knowledge. It had to be identified and
researched. Until accurate and reliable information became
available, it was considered wise to take steps to ensure
misinformation and ‘fake news’ did not cause undue
concern or a panic. This has been interpreted by the Western
media as a ‘cover-up’. The ‘whistle-blower’ doctor,
according to Chinese sources, was a dentist communicating
privately to his friends about the ‘pneumonia’

Vaccines in China and Africa
To-date 15 million Chinese have been vaccinated against
Covid-19. Three Chinese companies have offered to
contribute to the Covax Scheme led by the WHO and the
Gavi Vaccine Alliance. They are, Sinovac Biotech, China
National Pharmaceutical Group (Sinopharm) and Can Sino
Biologics. The Covax Scheme is to help poor and middleincome countries obtain a vaccine. Starting in February, two
to three billion doses are planned for this year. According to
Reuters, they will pay a substantially discounted price of
between $3 and $10 for doses for 270 million doses to be
accessed this month arranged by the African Union. Despite

There have been many ‘scams’ and conspiracy theories in
the West regarding the coronavirus, e.g., that it was caused
by 5G, by Bill Gates etc. In addition, our own government
has had to frequently change recommendations as new
scientific information became available – even when the
virus has been around for about a year. Scare-mongering can
occur in China and authorities have had to be wary.
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discounted prices however, some experts believe countries
may have to go into debt. (From I 21/1/21)
Livestreaming online tours of Natural History Museum
The London museum with Alibaba has arranged a two-hour
online tour of the museum, with ‘visits’ to the main areas.
About 100,000 Chinese joined the tour within minutes.
Highlights of biodiversity and the importance of peoples
awareness were shown. (From Museums and Heritage
Advisor 21//21)

surface, probably in May. It will look for ice and make
maps. (From The Daily Telegraph 7/2/21)
Clark’s shoes rescued by Chinese company
Viva China Holdings has agreed to pay £51 million for a
51% share in LionRock Capital Partners QiLe Ltd, a private
equity company which owns the Clark brand. This gives
Viva China control of Clarks which is recapitalising Clarks.
None of the 320 \Clarks shops will close and no jobs will be
lost. Viva China Holdings, a sports talent agency, was
founded by Li Ning, the man who lit the Olympic flame at
the 2008 Games. Li Ning is non-executive chair of
LionRock. (From I 24/11/20 and SCMP 15/1/21)

Clean energy hopes as ‘artificial sun’ lights up
Chinese scientists in Sichuan province have powered up an
‘artificial sun’ nuclear fusion reactor for the first time,
according to state media. This is a leap in China’s nuclear
research capabilities. The HL-2M Tokamak reactor is
China’s most advanced nuclear fusion research device and it
is hoped that it will unlock a clean energy source. (From I
5/12/20)

China spending on R &D increasing
Economists and governments recognise that R & D spending
influences productivity and GDP. Recently more countries
have increased R & D budgets. France is to increase
spending by 30% over 10 year, Japan is making provision
for ‘moon shots’ and the US is looking favourably on
Biden’s promise to pump up its R & D budget having
resisted Trump’s attempts to cut it. One of the reasons for
this, according to the Economist is fear of China. A study by
Elsevier and Nikkei in 2019 found that China published
more high-impact research papers than America in 23 out of
30, so-called ‘hot’ research areas.

US admiral says nuclear war is a real possibility
The head of US Strategic Command, Admiral Charles
Richard, believes Russia and China have challenged
international norms and global peace over the past two
decades. He says that the US has concentrated largely on
counterterrorism and grown accustomed to ignoring the
nuclear dimension. His remarks come at a time when the
Democrats on the left of the party want to cut military
spending, which grew by 15% under President Trump. It is
believed that China is on a course to be a ‘strategic peer’ of
the US by spending significantly on hypersonic and
advanced missile systems and nuclear weapons. (From The
Times 4/2/21)

China’s R & D spending was tiny in 1990 but is now second
only to the US and it is still growing exponentially. Figures
estimated from a graph in the magazine show China’s
expenditure in 2018 was about $480 billion, compared to the
US figure of $540; the EU was about $410 billion, Japan’s
$180 billion, the UK $50 billion. The figures refer to both
public and private expenditure and the source was OECD.
(From The Economist 16/1/21)

Tesla Chinese factory-made Model Y
The US car maker’s factory is at Shanghai is being
expanded. China is the biggest market in the world for
electric cars and China provides good subsidies for these
clean vehicles. The Tesla sales and service network is being
expanded in China as 20,000 vehicles were sold in
November 2020. China is the key to Tesla’s global strategy;
the Model 3 is also made in Shanghai. (From I 2/1/21)

Chinese rainmaking experiment
Chinese scientists are using powerful low-frequency sound
waves to increase rainfall to alleviate droughts. After the
waves were aimed at the clouds the subsequent precipitation
increased by as much as 17%. Powerful speakers aimed the
sound waves at frequencies of 50-160 hertz, barely audible
to human ears. Wang Guangqian, a professor of hydraulic
engineering at Tsinghua University, believes that the sound
energises the water particles in the cloud which then vibrate,
collide and coalesce to form a raindrop which then falls to
earth. China has uneven water resources. Flooding occurs in
the south, whilst the north is prone to drought. In recent
years, China has been developing a system in which water
from the south is delivered to the north through a series of
channels. Scientists want to tap the more than 20 trillion
tonnes of atmospheric water that pass over China. Wang and
his team think that only one fifth of that is capable of falling
as rain without intervention. (From The Times 5/2/21)

Chinese spacecraft returns with Moon rock
An unmanned Chinese spacecraft has returned carrying 2 kg
of Moon rock and soil. This is the first time in four decades
than lunar samples have been brought back to the earth.
They were collected by the Chang’e-5 space probe which
landed in the Inner Mongolia region of China on Thursday.
It was launched on 23 November.
The return craft performed an initial ‘bounce’ off the earth’s
atmosphere before floating down on parachutes. The
samples included rocks obtained by drilling down two
metres below the lunar surface. (From I 17/12/20)
China’s Mars probe
China’s Tianwen-1 craft sent back its first images of Mars
yesterday. It showed geological features including the
Schiaparelli crater and the Valles Marineris, a vast stretch of
canyons on the Martian surface. The photo was taken about
1.4 million miles from the surface. The five-ton probe will
go into orbit and will land a 500lb rover module on the

New WTO leader
Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala has been selected at the World Trade
Organisation Director -General. She makes history as the
first women and African to be appointed to the post. She has
held the post of Nigerian finance minister and has been a
World Bank Official. The WTO regulates commerce
amongst its 164 members. She will serve until 2025. Senior
Trump officials blocked her appointment, but the Biden
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administration took a different view. (From The Times
16/2/21).

controlled by the Chinese Government – on a £130m
redevelopment of a council-owned shopping centre.
Beijing Construction Engineering Group International
(BCEGI) landed the work on the Galleries Shopping Centre
in Wigan, Greater Manchester, in December, in partnership
with developer Cityheart. The two firms formed a joint
venture called Galleries25 for the project, and shared the
bidding costs. Cityheart was then appointed as the developer
of the scheme, while BCEGI became main contractor.
Michael Winstanley, leader of the Conservative opposition
group on the council, claimed that BCEGI won the contract
because the firm said it would employ local people.

In BBC Focus on Africa Magazine (Jan - Mar 2007), she
wrote a column entitled, Embracing China and estimated
that Africa’s need for infrastructure would cost $20 billion
every year for a decade. China was convinced that the key to
success was building of railways, roads and ports. In answer
to Western critics of China’s investing in Africa calling it a
new ‘colonial master’, she said that China should be left
alone to forge partnerships with African countries and that
that the West should simply learn to compete with China.
Chinese first names
This article refers to given names; the number of surnames
in China is in fact relatively small. In 2004, the Chinese
government introduced a new format for identity (ID) cards
that would be readable by computer. However, the data base
of Chinese characters was not extensive enough and some
names could not be read. Some Chinese people choose rare
characters for given names for their offspring. So, in an
attempt to deal with the problem, the government issued a
list of 8,105 ‘standard Chinese characters’, that could be
used. However, it seems that this number is not be large
enough, as some people had problems. When the police
collected names for the ID system, they reached 72,000
characters. It seems that the problem remains – as of August
2018. Some people have resorted to changing their names.

BCEGI is a registered UK trading company headquartered
in Manchester. In March 2019, it won UK contracts worth
more than any other firm, totalling £330m for work on a
redevelopment of Crompton Place shopping centre in nearby
Bolton, as well as an £80m job for Holiday Inn and Ibis
hotels at Manchester Airport, close to its head office. (From
Construction News 25/1/21)

From the Chinese Press
Chinese Ambassador’s farewell speech to CBBC
Liu Xiaoming is returning to China after 11 years as
ambassador to the UK. In his farewell speech in a virtual
symposium held by the China Britain Business Council, he
praised China-UK cooperation. The UK was the first
Western country to join the Asian Infrastructural Investment
Bank (AIIB) and the first to send a special envoy to the BRI
and sign the Guiding Principle in Funding the Development
of the BRI. There have been major infrastructure projects
including the Hinkley Point C Nuclear Power Station and
the Royal Albert Dock. Eight Chinese banks are now in the
UK and London is the world’s biggest offshore trading
centre and second largest offshore clearing centre of RMB
(Chinese currency), involving 50 trillion Yuan ($7.74
trillion). The Shanghai-London Stock Connect was officially
launched, connecting for the first time the Chinese capital
market with a foreign one, and enabling many Chinese
companies to be listed here in London. (From Global Times
22/121)

Interestingly, in Hong Kong and Taiwan, people can apply
for their name to be included if it does not appear. (From
Economist Magazine 1843, Aug/Sept 2018)
Manchester University cuts ties with Chinese firm
Manchester University has terminated the current agreement
with China Electronics Technology Corporation while
reassessing the relationship. The Chinese firm has been
involved with three research projects in radio astronomy
since 2018. Human Rights Watch and the Australian
Strategic Policy Institute believe the Chinese firm is
involved with Uighur surveillance in Xinjiang. (From The
Times 4/2/21)
Scottish Pandas may have to go home
Edinburgh Zoo’s giant pandas may have to return to China
next year at the end of its 10-year contract with the Chinese
government, due to financial pressures. The Royal
Zoological Society of Scotland which runs Edinburgh zoo
and the Highland Wildlife Park, faced enormous financial
pressure when it was forced to close for three months during
the summer. It costs about £1m a year to lease a mating pair.
David Field, the society’s chief executive, said the charity
would have to “seriously consider every potential saving”
including its contract for two giant pandas, Yang Guang and
Tian Tian. Field said: “The closure of Edinburgh Zoo and
Highland Wildlife Park for three months due to Covid-19
has had a huge financial impact on our charity because most
of our income comes from our visitors. (From The Guardian
4/1/21)

China-UK Economic and Trade
The world should embrace multilateralism and promote
cooperation to stop difficulties caused by the pandemic and
the United Kingdom should "strengthen confidence" in
Sino-British business exchanges, said Liu Xiaoming,
China's ambassador to the UK, on Wednesday.
"Right now, economic globalization is encountering
headwinds," he said. "The world is facing an important
choice between multilateralism and unilateralism, between
openness and closedness, and between cooperation and
confrontation." Liu made the remarks at the 3rd China-UK
Economic and Trade Forum, held online this year due to the
pandemic.
Liu said that China and the UK should "strengthen
confidence" in business cooperation amid challenges
confronting economic globalization. The pandemic has
reminded people that the world is a community where
countries "share weal and woe and face a common future.

Chinese to develop Wigan shopping centre
A developer and local authority have dismissed concerns
around the role of a Chinese contractor – ultimately
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details of residents. China faces the pressure of a large
population and the challenge of demographic transition. The
information will be used to formulate policy and resource
requirements. The results are expected in April 2021. The
last census of 2010 recorded 1.37 billion people.

William Russell, the Lord Mayor of the City of London, said
"The Chinese business community has long played an
important role in growing the UK economy. Since the year
2000, Chinese direct investment to the UK has topped £45
billion ($60 billion) more than any other EU country, and
double that of second-place, Germany." Official figures
show trade volume in 2019 between China and the UK hit a
new record of $86.272 billion.

Eradication of Absolute Poverty
Eradication of absolute poverty in 2020 is a milestone for
the country. On December 3, President Xi Jinping
announced that all remaining rural poor population had
moved out of poverty under the current standard.
Poverty alleviation efforts were intensified after 2012 and a
year later, targeted poverty alleviation, proposed by Xi,
began to be implemented. In 2014, 832 counties, about one
third of the total, were listed as poor. Nearly 100 million
people have shaken off poverty in the past eight years, and
all the impoverished counties have been taken off the
poverty lit. This has laid a solid foundation for achieving
moderate prosperity in all respects by 2021.

Liu said, ‘China will provide more cooperation opportunities
and more development space for businesses of all countries,
including the UK. In 2021, China will enter a new stage of
development, marked by the 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-25),
while the UK will also enter a new stage after Brexit. The
two countries should "seize the opportunities to create a
brighter future, especially in "green development”. “China is
committed to the path of green development and protection
of the ecological environment, and has strength in clean
nuclear and solar energy. The UK has special strength in
green finance and low-carbon technology."

Record Flood and Control
The most severe flood since 1998 hit China in the rainy
season, affecting more than 70 million people in 28
provincial-level regions and causing 271 dead and missing,
with direct economic loss of 214.31 billion yuan ($32.73
billion). The average rainfall since June had been the highest
since 1961. As a result, the waters of 827 rivers rose above
the warning level. Flood control and disaster relief work was
effectively carried out, and the death toll was half of the
average in the same period in the latest five years. The Three
Gorges project played a key role in flood control along the
Yangtze River Basin. The project was officially certified as
complete and fully functioning on November 1.

Stephen Perry, chairman of Britain's 48 Group Club, said
that the response to climate change is one of the areas in
which China and the UK should cooperate. He said: "We
know China's target of 2060 to be carbon neutral. Britain is
also developing its energies on this. And together, the world
will create a great deal of progress. It's going to involve a lot
of opportunities for innovation for small and medium-sized
companies. Health is another important area where the two
countries should focus.
The China-UK Economic and Trade Forum was held by the
China Chamber of Commerce in the UK, or CCCUK, a nonprofit organization representing and serving the interests of
Chinese enterprises and aiming to promote China-UK
economic and trade relations. (From China Daily 1/12/20)

All-Out War on COVID-19
The year 2020 will go down in history as the novel
coronavirus year, with the first case reported in Wuhan,
Hubei Province in central China. Outbound traffic from
Wuhan was shut down on January 23 and top-level public
health emergency responses were activated across the
country. Resources, including more than 42,000 medical
workers, were mobilized from other areas to assist Hubei.
In about three months, a decisive victory had been secured
and on April 8, Wuhan lifted its outbound traffic restrictions
after 76 days. On April 26, the last hospitalized COVID-19
patient in the city was discharged. Social and economic
activities across the country steadily resumed.
As of December 17, according to National Health
Commission data, 86,789 confirmed cases had been reported
on the Chinese mainland. In all, 81,851 patients had been
cured and discharged from hospital, 4,634 persons died, and
the rest were still under treatment.

Call for China, EU to cooperate on climate
Vice-Premier Han Zheng on 1st February, called on the EU
to make green cooperation a new highlight of the China-EU
comprehensive strategic partnership. His remarks were
made during the first High-Level Environment and Climate
Dialogue between China and the EU with Executive Vicepresident of the European Commission Frans Timmermans
via video link. Han is a member of the Standing Committee
of the Politburo of the CPC. China has pledged to peak its
carbon emissions by 2030 and attain carbon neutrality by
2060. (From China Daily Global Weekly 5-11/2/21)

Beijing Review’s (24/12/20), top reports of 2020
Population census
The 7th National Census kicked off on 1st November with 7
million census takers going from door to door to document

The Future to 2035 and 2049

New Development Plan
A new blueprint for development in the next five years and
beyond was mapped at the Fifth Plenary Session of the 19th
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China held in
Beijing in October. The Party leadership adopted proposals
for the 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-25) and long-range
objectives through to 2035.

After becoming a moderately prosperous society in all
respects in 2021, China will strive to realize basic national
modernization by 2035 and to become a modern socialist
country by 2049. The plenum stressed high-quality
development, as well as a dual circulation development
pattern, where the domestic and foreign markets boost each
other, with the domestic market as the mainstay. Enhancing
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comprehensive national strength, increasing per-capita GDP
to the level of moderately developed countries, and
achieving common prosperity are among the major goals to
be achieved by 2035.

dependable. After a difficult year it is just what is needed.
The Ox can be entrusted with a position of authority and
responsibility. There are five elements in each different
year and five types of oxen, they are metal, wood, water,
fire and earth according to the date. Some famous
names include Walt Disney, Vincent van Gough and
Charlie Chaplin.

Civil Code Promulgated
The first Civil Code was adopted at the Third Session of
the 13th National People's Congress (NPC), the top
legislature, on May 28 and will enter into force on
January 1, 2021. It will serve as a basic law governing the
personal and property relations between civil subjects
with equal status. Respect and protection of individuals'
freedom, dignity, interests and rights are among its
highlights. The Civil Code consists of general provisions,
supplementary provisions, and six parts covering
property, contracts, personal rights, marriage and family,
inheritance, and tort liability.

I wish all Oxen and other Chinese animals a happy and
healthy New Year for 2021.

Jaqueline Buksh

Sinophile by Flo and Ivor Kenna
Because of a blip in our usual supply of Beijing Review, we
have had to use other sources of information.

Space Achievements
Two of the most complicated and challenging missions in
Chinese aerospace history were carried out: to bring
samples back from Moon and to land a probe on Mars,
both the first of their kind for China.
The Chang'e-5 lunar probe, comprising an orbiter, a
lander, an ascender and a returner, was launched on
November 24, and its lander-ascender combination
touched down on Moon on December 1. After collecting
samples, the ascender took off on December 3, and three
days later, docked with the orbiter-returner combination
in lunar orbit, transferring the samples to the returner
which landed back in China with 2-kg lunar samples on
December 17.

There has been some criticism recently of the Xinjiang Uighur
Autonomous Region. We recall an incident many years ago
when agitators were out in the streets of Urumqi, all well
covered in Burqas to avoid identification, whether men or
women. The agitators maintained that Xinjiang is really East
Turkestan. This would have suited Turkey down to the ground.
Unlike Turkey, China is a model in its treatment of national
minorities, large or small. National minorities, generally
identified by native language, have equal rights and receive help
from the centre when required.
According to the Morning Star newspaper for February 3rd
2021, the Uighur population has, in fact, actually risen slightly
over the last 10 years from 46.6 % to 51.1%. In contrast the
Han Chinese population, fell from 40.4% to 36.0% over the
same period. Uighurs were exempt from the one-child policy, in
place from 1979 to 2015. There are parts of China where very
small nationalities populations have equal rights with the Han.

Mars probe Tianwen-1 was launched on July 23. It is
expected to complete orbiting, landing and roving in one
mission. The spacecraft will study Martian geological
structure, surface material composition, climate and
environment. The journey is estimated to take seven
months.

We frequently hear reports of trade wars between China and the
US and the UK. Reference to the Economist 2020 Edition of
Pocket World in Figures, reveals that China’s Principal Exports
are Telecoms equipment, electrical goods, office machinery,
clothing and apparel, etc. China’s principal imports are
electrical machinery, petroleum products, metal ores and scrap,
professional instruments, etc. Of the exports, 19.4% goes to the
US; only 8.4% of imports come from that country. No mention
is made of price.

UK’s Benenden School, once attended by Princess
Anne, to open its first Chinese campus in Guangzhou
in 2023.
A British boarding school in Kent, England, aims to open
a campus for 1,500 students in the Panyu district of
Guangzhou in southern China in late 2023. The
independent school, that charges £13,100 (US$17,862)
per term at home, has partnered with CTF Education
Group, a unit of Chow Tai Fook Group. Although its
school in the UK caters purely for girls, the new facility
in China will be open to both sexes. (From South China
Morning Post 6/1/21)

An organisation with which we are familiar bought some
office equipment from a UK manufacturer for about
£3000 a few years back. Today similar and arguably
better office equipment, produced n China, may be
bought for about £300.
A correspondent Llion Iwan wrote an article for the
February issue of BARN, a Welsh language monthly
entitled Tseina heddiw, China Today in English, on the
first visit he has paid to that country since 1997. An
English translation of part of that article is;- ‘If we feel
that goods from China are everywhere now, this is only
the beginning for the largest country in the world’.

The Year of the Ox
The Chinese year of the Ox or Buffalo is called Niu.
In the race for the animals, organised by Buddha,
the Ox came in second place after the Rat. The Ox is the
Western sign of Capricorn and is associated with Winter.

Regular readers of Chin Eye also know that China is
giving poorer countries a leg-up through the Belt and
Road Initiative.

The Ox symbolises prosperity through hard work. People
born under this sign will be methodical, calm and
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